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personality types “catalysts for positive change” whether you're a young adult trying to find your place in the
world, or a not-so-young myers-briggs type indicator infj - students - the following is a list of suggested
occupations that fit the qualities of an infj or are careers that other infjs have found to be satisfying. use this
list as a starting point for further investigation but do not limit your options to only this list. (introverted,
intuitive, feeling, judging) - cazenovia college - (introverted, intuitive, feeling, judging) catalysts for
positive change career satisfactions for infjs doing work that: lets me consider and create new ideas and/or
approaches to a variety of problems, mostly infj - midwest consulting group inc - personality type
description infj - page 1 infj (about 1.5% of the u.s. population) infjs are an inspiration to others. they are
insightful developers of others, whose genius, caring, profile of the infj (counselor / protector) - start
fresh - in the keirsey temperament version of the jung personality type system, the infj profile is known as the
counselor , though this is not meant to be career advice. here is keirsey’s description. portrait of an infj
introverted intuitive feeling judging ... - portrait of an infj introverted intuitive feeling judging (introverted
intuition with extraverted feeling) the protector as an infj, your primary mode of living is focused internally,
where you take things in primarily via infj - “the counselor - infj - “the counselor” the infj personality type is
very rare, making up less than one percent of the population, but they nonetheless leave their mark on the
world. suggested careers for myers-briggs type - iccb - suggested careers for myers-briggs type the
following list is made up of recommended careers. this list is not a list of the "only jobs you can do", but simply
a guide to which career utilizes the natural talents of each type. estj - military, business administrators,
managers, police/detective work, judges, financial officers, teachers, sales representatives, government
workers, insurance ... advanced personality type career report - the personality type system, as used to
create this report is based on pioneering work by noted swiss psychiatrist, carl gustav jung and later work by
isabel myers and katherine briggs. carl jung defined the different personality types, thereby laying the
groundwork for others. personality type - truity - found marked differences in the careers that people of
different personality types choose for themselves. 2 career advisors now have a broad body of information to
guide clients in selecting satisfying careers. does your personality type predict your career destiny? personality type assessments are one of the most commonly used tools in career planning, valued by career
advisors for their strengths-based approach to helping people find satisfying work. infp - cazenovia college current advances may have to be paid for with later sacrifices. the devil is sure to get his due if the infp
experiences too freely of success, or beauty, or health, or wealth, or knowledge.
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